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ABSTRACT
Crustal Evolution Education Project (CEEP) modules

were designed to: (1) provide students with glemethods and results
of continuing investigations into the composition, history, and
processes of the earth's crust and the application of this knowledge
to man's activities and (2) to be used by teachers with little or no`

previous. background in the modern theories of sea-floor spreading,
continental drift, and plate tectonics, Each module consists, of two
booklets: a teacher's guide and student investigation..The teacher's
guide contains all of the information'present in the student
.investigation booklet as well as: (1) a general introduction; (2)
prerequisite student background; (3) objectives; (4) list of required
materials; (5) background information; (6) suggested approach; (7).
prodedure, recommending three 45-minute class periods; (8) summary
questions (with answers);- (p) extension activities; and (10) list of
references. Assuming knowledge of magnetism, latitude, longitude,
geographic poles, and mid-ocean ridges, activities give students
exPeriencv with magnetic polarity and polarity reversal, including
using a compass to determine magnetic fivfa direction, using data on
magnetic field direction andiage of rocks in sea floor to Hod
direction and rates of sea-floor spreading, explaining how

)paleomagnetic data are used in studying.eart story, and Tocating
older/younger sea floor parts. (AuthoriJN)
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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education Project
Edward CpStnever,

Welcome to Ihe exciting world of current research
into tne composition history and processes of the
earth s crust and the application of this knowledge
to man s activities The earth sciences are
currently exoeriencing a dramatic revolution in
our understanding of the way in which the earth
works CEEP modules ktke designed to bring-into
the classroom the methods and results of these
contnutng investigations The Crustal Evolution
Ed_ication Project began work in 1974 under
t"e m.spices,of the National Association of
r3e:,logc Teachers CEEP materials have been
de,eioped- by teams of science educators
c,assroom..4achers and scientists Prior to

.saran the materials were field tested by
'nap 200 teachers and over 12 000 students

/-ont evo:ution research is a breaking
stor.th* v:1enfs are ilvIng through today

About CEEP ModJles...
CEEP modoies consist of twr., booklets a

Guide and a Student Investigation The
Tea-,ner de contains an the information
an the Student Investigation

s sector s onnted in color intended only for the
as`p,,nswers to the questions that

are ,-cucler.: me Student Investigation
In S'Or"-e, jiodules there are illustrations that
appear on, ,n tre, Teacher s Guide and these are
',1e.s.gnated by figure letters instead of the number
se,q,jencP the Student Investigation

Fcr slime modules maps rulers and otner
commoq cia.ssroorn materials are needed and in

Tie material was prepared with the
support of National Science Foundation
Grant Nos SED 75-20151 SED 77-08539 -
and SED 78,25104 However any opinions
findings conclisions or recommendations
exbresSed herein are tnose of the authortsi
a-d do not n6cesarily reflect the views
of NSF'

, ltitc

in ovder to-comply' with U S Public Law
94,86 riiver'y school district in the U S A
,$1,r4 'noet. l-ater.ials agrees to make
Xem a.variable for, inspection by parents or
guardians of children engaged in
-edt.,cdtiorial programs cs projects of the
school dismct

Copyright 1979 by-Southeast Missouri S \hi University

Jr., Project Director

Teachers and students'alike have a unique ti
opportunity through CEEP modules ,to share in the
unfolding of these educationally imPortant and
hxciting advances CEEP modules are designed
to provide students witti appealing firsthand
investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or close to the frontiers of scientific inquiry into
plate tectonics Furthermore the CEEP modules
are designed to be used by teachers with little or
no previod background in the modern theories.
of sea-floO, spreading continental drift and plate
tecton.cs

We know tnat you will enjoy using CEEP
modules i your classroom Read on and be
;:repared to experience a renewed enthusiasm for
teaming as you learn more about the living earth

.n,s and other CEEP modules

quantities according to the method of
P'esent,tior Read over the module before
schedul,0 it;-, use in class and refer to the list of
MATEPiALS in the module

Each module is individual and self-contained kn

c,on:ent but some are divided info two or more
fair convenience Tne recommended lengths

rlf :inie for each module is indicated Some modules
bn,-,,reauisite knowledge of some aspects

of basic Partn science this is notedin the
Teacher s Guide



Which Way Is North?

INTRODUCTION
This module will give the students first-hand
experience with the concept's of magnetic polarity
and polarity reversal. Students will learn
'the probable significance of linear patterns of
normal and reversed polarity observed to be
associated with-mid-ocean ridges. Thep the
students will apply this inference to a calculation
of sea-floor spreading rates, based on plotting
of actual data, for an area of the Atlantic
Ocean south of Iceland.

You would expect a magnetic compass needle to -

point toward the north arid south magnetic
poles Since continents can drift or move around,
can you depend on the two poles to stay in
the same places9

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
This module assumes that the student is
acquainted with the,basics of magnetism and of
latitide, longitude, and geographib poles.
The physiography of the ocean bottom (i.e., the
mid-ocean ridges) should have been covered in
your.ciass.

OBJECTIVES q
After you have completed these activities, you
should be able to
1. Use a compass to determine the direct(on of a'
magnetic field
2. Use data on magnetic field direction and age..
of rocks in the sea, floor to find direction and
rates of sea-floor spreading
3. Explain how paleomagnetic data are used in
studying the, history of the earth.
4.- Locate thei older and younger parts of the sea
floor with respect to mid-ocean ridges;

A

4

)
Over long periods of time, the earth's magnetic
field changes directions. We know that rocks
record the earth's magnetic field at the time at
which they are formed This is called paleo-
magnetism. With this knowledge, measurement
made at sea allow us to find out a great deal
about the past movements,of the earth's crust In
these activities, you will be doing the same
thing that scientists hav done in working out the
history of crustal ch g

It
..-

It will be helpful to have local maps (road
maps or topographic maps will do) and a world
globe or atlas in the room when working on
this activity. In making some of the requirgd
calculations, it may be necessary to remind the
students that there are 1000 meters, in a kilometer,
and 100 centimeters in a meter. Beyond that,
the arithmetic is very simple.

4
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MATERIALS
Bar magnetsone for each group of students, pied
10 for each set of boxes used.
Compassesone for each group of students.
10 boxes to a setshoe boxes, or.,,any, similar
boxes available.
Metric rulers one for each group of students.

NOTE: Students May work individdally or in
groups of any size, depending upon amount of
equipment available; groups of three to four are
recommended. One set of boxes-3.4/111 suffice;
two or three are desirable.

You will need bar magnets, the "north" end 9f
which attracts the north-seeking end of the
compass needle. This is in contrast to the rule that
like poles repel one another. The easiest way to
handle this is to relabel the north end of the
magnets south, and label the south end of the
magnets north. This is an artificial device to make
the bar magnets act like the earth's magnetic .

field. Explain this fully to any students who
see a contradiction in what happens With the
magnets andtompasses.

The relabeled bar magnets that the students use
at the outset of this activity can also be used in the

ik box activity (step 6 of PROCEDURE, PART
You will need one bar magnet for each box
that youuse. Shoe boxes are ideal for this
activity because of their size and shape. ButIyou
can use any bqxes you have on hand tb make
a.pile as long as you can find the orientation
of each magnet with a compass. Place the bar
magnets in the boxes, in the orientation as shown

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Scientists know regrettably littre about the
processes that are responsible for the magnetism
of the earth., Beyond the observation that the
magnetiefield originates ins the earth,
probably in the fluid outer portion of Its iron core,
our ignorance is almost complete. We do know
that most of the earth's magnetic field behaves
very much as if it were caused by a short,
powerful bar magnet, or dipole, at the center of
the earth. No such dipole exists, of course;
the interior of the earth tar too hot to permit
simple permanent magnets to exist. Instead, the ,
dipole field must originate as a consequence)
of huge electrical currents floivIng in a pattern of
loops or rings in the liquid metal of the outer
core. The science of paleomagnetism,
involving the study of the magnetism of rocks,
shows that the earth's magnetic field has behaved
In an essentially dipolar manner.

2

in Figure A, and tape them in place. Number
the boxes as shown in Figure A, and put a
label or mark at the bottom center of the pnd of
each box to show the students where to hold
their compasses to find the polarity.

z../

./}z

Figure A. The relabeled bar magnets are taped to
the bOxes which are then stacked.

An interesting property of the magnetic field
caused by electrical current flowing in a loop is
that it reverses tiireCtIon If the direction of the
electrical current flow is also reversqd. Set up
as in Figure B, the compass needle will
completely reverse Its direction if the wire
hookups to the terminals of the battery are inter-
changed, so that the current In the wire loop
flows in the opposite direction.

The analogy of the reversing magnetic field caused
by reversal of otirrent flow In a wire loop has
direct relevance to She earth because the
magnetic record retained by many common rocks
shows that the earth's magnetic field has -
undergone hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
similar polarity reversals during the past several
billion years. For instance, the thick piles of
basaltic lava flows, of which Iceland Is composed,
retain a record of the magnetic field that



70/

existed at the time each flow cooled. Naturally,
the oldest flows (first formed) are at the bottom of
the pile and the youngest (last formed) at the
top, These piles of lavas have 'been studied
very carefully by investigators from England,
Holland, and the United States. It'was found that
nearly half of the flows are magnetized
approximately parallel to the earth's present
magnetic field (called "gormal"); an equal number
are magnetifed nearly opposite (cal
.reverse ") to the present field. Only tiny fraction

are magnetized'in any other direction (so-called
-transitional" Mows). Figure..0 shows a cliff

nface with a series of older normal flows at the
bottom, ti series of younger reverse flows at
the top, and transitional flows in between.

During the past 50 million years, normal and
reverse intervalsapave averaged approximately

. 100,000 years in length. There seems-to have been
at least 170 polarity transitions in the last
80 million years; the most recent was 700,000
yearsiago.

Figure B. Compass needle held at pentgr of,wire
loop points90'lto.plane of loop when direct
current is flowirg. Arrows show current flow.
Reversing the current flow will cause the needle to
point in the opposite direction.

rr#

A

Me*

Two things which we would like very Much to
know about the earth's magnetic field are the

. causes of polarity transitions and the behavior of,/
the magnetic fie)d when a transition occurs. atr
Unfortunately, at present we have very imperfect
answers to both questions. During a transition the
'intensity of the earth's magnetic field seems to
fall to very low levels and its direction appears to
change somewhat erra,tically. Perhaps the
dipole part of the field slowly disappears and then
build's up again in the opposite direction, leaving
only the non-dipole part of the field to govern
the compass needle during transition. As to what

'causes transitions, we are almost completely "at
sea". Transitions seem to be random processes,
perhaps triggered by a number of different causal
factors that occasionally, and accidentally, find
themselves working together. The only difference
between a normal and a reverse state of the earth's
magnetic field is that in a reverse period, the
south end of the compass needle would point in
the general direction, the north geographic pole.

rs:

Figure C. Arrows show direction of magnetism of
individual lava flows in Iceland. The earth's
magnetic field is oriented steeply downward
to the north in Iceland today. Iceland shows many
such sequences of Alternately magnetized lavi
flows.

3
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Certainly the most exciting and scienttflcally
fruitful outgrowth of the study of magnetic
reversals has been the confirmation of the new
theory of sea-floor spreading and the re-
establishment and virtual proof of the closely
related earlier theory of continental drift. These
topics are discussed more fully in other modules.
Here it is necessary only to describe processes
acting at the mid-ocean ridge system (of which
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is a good .example).

Just below the crest of the ridge, hot ductile
rock that has moved up slowly from deep in the
earth's mantle turns laterally outward and
moves away from the ridge crest, carrying a layer
of cooler, more brittle rock passively along with it,
like egg prates on a conveyor belt. Moreover, as
the hot mantle rock approaches the surface,
the pressure exerted on it by the weight of the
overlying rock deCreases sufficiently to allow
melting to begin. A small fraction of the
upwelling mantle rock is thereby converted into
magrna, which seeps out at the surface and
quickly freezes to form the basaltic lower part of
the ocean floor. The basalt at the ridge crest is
thus very young; for th.e most part a few tens
of thousands of years old, or less. Naturally, ad the

ridge
ductile rack moves laterally away from

the idge crest, the basaltic lava flows (and
various other products of partial melting of
the upwelling column) move along with it. That,
the conveyor belt can be thought of as proifiding
its own "egg Crates". Figure D illustrates this
process, which, of course, is known as "sea-fl or
spreading".

k

M.d-ocean r,dge ----,

Crest,

A'

-to Partial melting
to produce
basaltic magma

Cool orittle rock
moving passively
away from the
ridge crest

\--Hot ductile material
moving upward from
deep in the mantle

Figtire D. Cross-sectIon of ridge.

4

The basaltic laias and similar rock that form at
the ridge crest become magnetized as they coot,
and they pick up a magnetic direction that is
related to the direction of the earth's magnetic_
field at that time. Thus, if atnagnetometer
(a device which is used to measure the strength of
a magnetic field) is brought near the crest of .

the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, it records a greater
intensity than expected because-the magnetic field
of the normally.magnetized rocks enhInces
the present magnetic field:of the earth. However,
rocks formed roughly one thillion'years ago
were magnetized at d time when thd geomagnetic
field had reverse polarity. (The present
"normtil"magnetic epoch pegan about 700,000
years ago.) These rocks, which in the million years
of their.existence have been carried by sea-floor
spreading roughly 10 kilometers to either
side of the ridge crest, have a Magnetism that I
is approximately opposite to the earth's present,
or normal direction. Their magnetic effect
subtracts from the geomagnetic field. A magna-
tometer towed back arid forth over a segment %
of the mid -ocean ridge system thus, map§ long
ribbons of alternating high and low magnetic field
intensity.(termed positive and negative (

anomalies). At most ridge crests the, sea floor
spread equally to either side of -the 'ridge,

'producing magnetic %tripes that are symmetrical
along both sides af the crest of the ridge (see
Figure ,). The magnetic anomaly pattern thus, records the history ortransitions Of the geo-
magnetic field. An analogy can be drawn-between

)

the sea floor and a magnetic tape recorder.

Reversed

Normal

... 1

4

Zone of cooling '
and magQetization

t 1

a

Figure E21+,11,agnetlea'nomaly pattern. ,
. . . -

.'.... 7...



. This explanation for the pattern of magnetic stripes
on the sea,floor in terms of Spreading and
changes in the earth's magnetic polarity is quite
important in the history of the earth sciences.
In confirming the sea-ftbor spreading concept, it
has-opened up and made respectable a new
chain of logic (termed "plate tectonics") that
provides answers to many questions about the
origin and nature of earthquakes, volcanoes,
mountain ranges, and even the continents
and oceans themselves:

SUGGESTED APPROACH
Basically, these activities should be carried out.by
the students'as independent inquiry. Size of
the groups should be dependent on available
equipment and your strategy. The groups can4,vork
through the various steps of the activities as
a class, or each group may proceed at its own pace.
These matters are left here to your own preference
and style. Open-ended activities (EXTENSIONS)
are wailible for those students who proceed A

at a faster pace, or wish to go into greater depth.'

These activities are grouped into approximations
of three 45-minute class periods. Ydur
schedule may require extending some parts or f"
regrouping others.

PROCEDURE---------5-=J---_--------, ,i-,------ ---'-----

PART A Which way is north"
In this activjjy the students learn to use a compass
and to determine the orientation of bar
magnets concealed in boxes.
Key words: paltomagnetism, paleomagnetic field,
polarity reversal, normal (polarity), reversed
(polarity) 4

Time required: one 45-minute period
Mater Is. bar magnets, cOmpasses,-and boxes

1. C n you figure out which way is north"
, What part of your classroom is on the north side"

Bylooking out of the windows/ doon4ayilo hall,
etc. have the students orient Memselves and
find out which way is north and what part of the
room isr the most northerly_ A local road map
or topographic map may be hiflpful here.

2. Examine your compass.:What c ors are at each
end of the compass needle?
Here, the student should recognI at each end
of the compass needle Is a different color.

3. Which end of the needle points to the north'?
(color).

r

In 7iis step, the compass needle will point to
the north part, of the room, thus establishing north
on the compass. The reason for this action,
though, is to find out which end of each compais
needle points north. On inexpensive compasses,
with poinrs usually one-half `blue and one-half .
silver, some blues and some silvers will point
north. They ate not all magnetized uniformly, soo,
the color of north has to'be deterroinsd for
each compass and recorded by the students. Once
this is established, have each student use the
same compass throughout the activity. As it
becomes necessary to stop and start at another
time in the course of this activity, the students
can easily find out again which end of the
needle points to the north by checking which end
points to the north 'part of the classroom.

Note that in the next paragraph of step 3 there is a
comment addressed.to the student, concerning
the fact that the bar magnet has been set up to
work time the earth's magnetic Held. If a student
tasks why like poles (the Won the compass and
the N on the bar magnet) attract, explain that this
was done only for the sake of the demonstration
value of these activities. The purpose of this
will betome clearer when the student works with
the bokies. -



The bar magnets have been labeled. so that the
north-seeking end of the compass will point
to the north end of the magnet. In that way, the
bar magnets are like tite earth's magnetic field.

Put your magnet on this page as shown with
north at the top and south at the bottom.

4. Which end of the compasFpoints to the north
end of the magnet? (color)
Here the students merely establish that the same
end (or color)-of their compass needle that
points to the north part of the room points to the
north pole of the bar magnet.

5. Which end of,the compass points4to the south
end of the magnet' ?color),

The same applies to the south eneif you wish, you
may have the students take turns with their
team members in hiding the magnet under a
piece of paper and finding which end le which; or
find the north and south ends of a bar magnet
that you hold with a hand over each end.

6. Look at the pile of five boxes that has been put
out for you to work with Imagine that each
box is a layer'of Vneous rock, like an old lava flow.
This rock cooled and hardened on the surface
of the earth a_kong time ago The age of some of the
layers is known and is given to you in the
ragram here The magnetic field of each layer

has stayed the same as the earth's at the time the
rock cooled The magnetic field in this rock is
called the paieomagnetic field. You can locate the
direction of the north magnetic pole at the time
the rock formed by testing these layers of
rock with your compass
Usirig the compass, find the north and south
magnetic pole directions in each layer Label the
diagram here to show these directions

N

S
ti

'6

I

Place a set of five boxes (as described In the
MATERIALS section) op a table for each group of
students. The students will find that In the pile
of boxes, representing a sequence of layered
rocks, the north and south magnetic pole
orientations in the rocks have changed places
(i.e., reversed) in Ilielpast.

Discuss with the others in yourgroup what you
discoyered about the north and south magnetic
directions in these boxes. What you have
found is what geologists have fou,,nd in layered
rocks at many places aroulna the world. Now
answer these questions. '

7. These boxes represent old lava flows that pled
up on the surface of the earth and cooled to
form layers of hard rock.
Which is the oldest layer'? bottom: n'o. 5

Which is the youngAf layer'?" too: no. 1
Obviously, as a sequence of layered rocks
accumulates on the iurface of the earth, the layer
at the bottom is the oldest and the layer at the
top is the youngest. This is known as the principle
of superposition.

8. What did you find out about the Qorth and
south magnetic pole direction in each layer'?
Layer 1 N Is toward the magnetic north end of your room.
Layer 2 S is toward the magnetic north end of your room.
Layer 3 N Is toward the magnetic north end of your room.
Layer 4 S is toward the magnetic north end of your room.
Layer 5 N is toward the magnetic north end of your room.

The students will find that you have placed the bar
magnets in alternating orientations.

You have Just found that the magnetic field
in some la'yers is reversed This is called polarity
reversal.

Top

1000 years old

10 mIllion
years old

1

\

Bottom

0
0

2

0
0

3
.c

0
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1;

cr)

2

4

5
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9. What do you think caused these reversals?

There are three ways of explainingluch a series of
magnetic reversals. While these.iayers of rock
were accumulating and preserving the magnetic
field record of their time: (1) to north and south
magnetic poles changed plac s (reversed) With
each other each times layer of rock was deposited;
(2) the landmass or continent these rocks
were on turned cornt)lejely around (rotated
180 degrees) in between the deposition of each
layer of rocks; (3)Ahe magnetic field in the cock

PROCEDURE
PART B. How does paleomagnetism help explain
how the sea floor is formed'?
In this activity the students observe and m
pattern of alternate polarity reversals.
Key word: sea-floor spreading
Time required: one 45-minute period
Materials compasses and boxes

Start this activity by distributing compasses and
having the students find which end of the
needle points to the north end of the room. NoW,
place two stacks of bOxes (stacked exactly as
you had them in the first activity) side by side. It
would be ideal to start with these on the floor,
between the ends of two tables or desks that face
each other across an aisle or narrovispace.
Then each time you bring up a pairof boxes, the
studentsgget the visual effect of the mantle
rising up at a ridge to form more of the earth's
crust. If this carl'hot be done, just set the two
seas of boxes aside and use the top of a table and
proceed as follows.

Nis

Continental crust

Oceanic crust

ti
Upper mantle

Mantle (aMhenosphere)

Illustration Key

(lithosphere)

M
could have reversed by itself. All of these hypoth-
eses could be used to explain the observations,
but the reversals of the poles seems to be the one
most accepted by scientists.

When the north magneticpole is !boated near
the north,geographic pole ,ind the south magnetic
pole is rocated near the soh geographic'
pole, we call th'e'earth's magnetic field normal.
When the two,magnetic poles exchange places,
the earth's magnetic field is reversed:

Have the students find the terms polarity
reversal, normal and reverse polarity, In the text.:
book or reference your class *using.

You have found that north and south magnetic
pole directions are preserved when rock is forrried.
What wsild the patterns of polarity reversals
look like preserved in the rocks forming along a

mid-ocean ridge'?

Most scientists believe that mid-ocean ridges are
?places where sea-floor spreading is taking

place In his process, molten rock riseg along the
ridge aq ale two sides of the ridge move apart
(Figure 1) Then, new ocean floor is created by the*
cooling and hardening of this molten rock
material ti

Figure 1. Sea-floor spreading New ocean floor is

t) created as the,two sides of the ridge move apart.
-1

7



In this activity, the boxes in the starting position
repregent rocks forming in the middle of a
mid-ocean ridge. As the rocks move outward
(sideways), new rock is added to the ocean floor

-along the ridge.

1. Find which end of your compass needle points
to the north 'end of your room. Using the
compass, find the north and south magnetic pole
direction in each box and label the diagram to
show these directions.

2. Do the same thing eactitimd your teacher adds
another set of boxes

The arrows show which way the boxes are being
moved.

C

Put out the two top boxes (labeled #1) from the
stack, as shown below, with their numbered ends

, toward the north part of the room. The
students will find that the north magnetic
pole within the box is towards the north end of the,
room; thus it is normal.

A. Move the two #1 boxes apart, and Insert the pair of #2 boxes in the middle position as shown.
These, of course, will have reversed polarity.

3

8

2 2

1
I

1 0



B. Continue as before; moving the boxes out and putting the next pair In the middle.

ek

C.
,

4.

4?

2t 3 '4 2

You can, If you-wish, ask the students 4o predict what they Will find If you put the #5 boxes Into
the sequence; then dfi it and let (hem check their predIctIons.

3. Using your observations' of polarity direction
shown in these boxes, draw a map of the polarity
directions preserved in 'the ocean floor on
both sides of a mid-Ocean ridge. A map is what you
would see if you were looking down at the earth.

rthe map should look something like this:
4
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4. Explain what would happen if tt-Ce ocean fidor
spread,constartly frorri a ridge while thp
earth's Magnetic field kept reversing

PROCEDURE
PART C. What can be learned from Observations
of polarity ,directions in the sea fioor?
-Here the students plot real paleomagnetic data
did find the direction and rate of ocean -floor
spreading.
Key words: niagneton)eter, normal, reverse
Time required: one 45-minute period
Materials. ruler

In this activity, you are going to act as marine
geologists on a cruise You will collect magnetic
data as you sad in a zig-zag. pattern across the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge lust southwest of Iceland
Table 1 stioWs the data which were collected
The data used here were collected during a":"Y
magnetic study of that area The scientists
used an- instrument called a megn&tometer, carried
aboard a U S. Navy plane. The magnetometer
does not have a compass needle that realty
reverses. It measures the strength of the magnetic
field. When the Magnetometer is above
reversely magnetized' rock, it will show the field
to be weaker than when it is over normally
magnetized rock

1. On the Worksheet, mark an X or an 0 at the
location of each station on Table 1. Note that
the X indicates reversed magnetism and 0
indicates normal magnetism. Where each age is
given, write next to the symbol either the number
10 (for 10 million years) or the 191ter P (for
Present). Note the example of station 2 already
plotted on the map.
Each student should do his or her own plotting on
the map.

2. After you have marked all of the normal and
reversed symbols and the ages that are given
for some locations, draw one straight line with
yorruler that will connect all the stations where
the rocks are of Present age (P). This will
separate the groups of 10 million-year-old rocks.
Draw one straight line through each group of

4 10 million-year-old rocks (10)..

4
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If this happened, we woteventually observe a
series of alternaling reve s on each side
of the ridge and the patterrpor seq e on one
hide would match that on the other e. (Be sure
to streis this last point.) The text which you
are usihg possibly has an illustration showiQg' this.

a: Where do you think the Mid- Atlantic Ridge is
located on your map?. What is your reasoh?
The most reasonable assumptioi is that the
mid-ocean ridge is where the strip,of Present
normal magnetic orientation is located becduse
thatiswhere new rock, squeezed up to form

the ridge,-Is now being magnetized in today's
magnetic field.

b. What pattern do you see on your Tap?
There is a pattern of stripes.
c How can you explain thit pattern?
The striped pattern is the result of ne1,4 rock being
formed as the magnetic fieldeverses periodically.
Thus; you will find alternate zones of normal
and reversed polarity with the same pattern
on each side of the ridge.

Table 1.
Magnetic stud data:

,.
North
Lati-

Station tude

West
Longi-
tude

-Magnetic
Field

ntation

4tersed

Age
(million

Symbol years)

1 58 0° 28 0° X

2 58 0° 29 0° Normal 0 10 m y

3 58 5° 29 5° Reversed, X

4 58 5° 31 0° Normal O Presbnt
5 59 0° 31 5° Reversed X

6 60 0° 32 0° ,Normal O 10 m y
7 61 00 33A° Reversed X

$ 60 5° 31 0° Normal O 10 m y
9 600° 30 0° Reverted X

10 60 0° 29 0° Normal 0 Present
11 595° 28 5° Reversed' X

12 59 0° 27 5° Normal 0 10 m y
13 58 5° 26 0° Reversed X

14 59 0° 25.0° Reversed X

60 0° 24 0° Reversed X

16 61.0° 24 5° Normal O i0 m y
17 610° 25 5° Reversed X

18 61 5° 26 0° tieversed X

19 61 5° 26 5° Nornial O Present
20 62 0° 27. 5° Revers X

21 62 0° 28,5° Reversed X

22 62 0 °- 29 0° Normal 0 10 m y
23 62 5° 30 5° Reversed

3
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3. Draw arrows on your map to show in what
direction the ocean floor on each side of,the ridge
is moving. How, do you know this?
The left-hand side of the sea floor is moving to the
northwest because the ocean floor is youngest
near the ridge and gets older as you go out
on each side of the ridge. The right -hand side is
moving southeast. .

4. if a car travels 100 kilometers intwo hours,
how fast is it going (kilometers) per hour?'
How can you find-out rrow fast the ocean floor is
moving on each side of the ridge?
The way to approach this problem is similar to
finding the speed (rate) at which a car travels. If
a Car travels 100 km in two hours, we divide
the distance by the time (100/2), and find that it
was going 50 km per hour. By measuring the
distance which the ocean floor moved away from
tiftridge inffla known period of time, we can
calculate the rate of movement in a similar fashion.

12
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5. Find the rate (in centimeters per year) at which
the ocean floor is moving in the area of Iceland.
(Remember that 1 km equals 1000,m, and 1 m
equals 100 cm. Therefore, to conve kilometers to
centimeters, you must add 5 zeros to the
.number of kilometers.)
Froth the diagram which they have-made, the
students can see that it took 10 million years fo'r
each df the two outer normal stripes or zones
to get where they are from the ridge. Using
thebscale at the bottom of the page (they can cut
out the scale and use it like a ruler), they
should measure the distance from the IMe of fhe
present zone to the-line of the 10-million-year
zone. Have them do this first on orb side of the
ridge and then on the other side. If they get a
different distance on each side due to the vagaries
of how they drew their diagram, encourage
them to average the two distances and use that
figure. Actually, there will probably be a variety
of distances found by the students, ranging
from about 125 km to about 150 km. This is
tolerable and depends entirely on the accuracy of
their plotting of the data and the drawing of their
lines. This might be a good time to hold a class
discussion on reasonable limits of accuracy.

In working out this calculation we will use 150 km,
as the distance, but we will provide rough
approximations for the other possible distances
that the students may have used. There-are 1000 m
in a kilometer, so 150 km is equal to 150,000 m.
Similarly, there are 100 cm in a meter, so
1'50,000 m equals 15 millibn cm. It's just a matter
of adding the zeros. If you divide 15,000,000
(the distance in centimeters) by 10,000,000 (the
time in years), you get 1.5 (simply move the
decimal point an equal number of times). There-
fore, the rate of movement is 1.5 cm per year. For
the other possible distances the rates are:
125 km-1.25 cm per year
130 km-1.3 cm per year
140 km-1.4 cm ptiyfir

Within the limits of accuracy of this activity, these
are all acceptable rates, for they are close to
the correct magnitude for this area as determined
by oceanographers.
Point out that 1.5 cm is about the width of their
thumbs"(they can check this with a ruler), or
jhe amount their fingernails grow in one year.

1
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6. If the sea floor spreadS at a constant rate,
what is the age of the sea floor at station 14?

The age is about 20 m.y. Point ills about twice as
far as the 10 m.y. lihe.

Now that you know the rate at which the ocean
floor is 'moving, use 4s: figure to' find out how
fast the ocean floor is s4eading apart on the two
sides of the ridge.

If the sea floor on each side of the ridge has been
moving away from the ridge at a rate of 1.5 cm
per year (rate-of motion); then the spreading
rate, or rate at which the two sides have
been moving apart from one another, will be
exactly twice that rate of motion, or 3.0 cm per
year. Spreading rates for other motion rates which
the students may have come up with are:

Motion Rate `..cSpreading Rate

1.2S cm/yr 2.5 cm /yr
1.3 cm/yr a 2.6 cm/yr
1.4 cm/yr , 2.8 cm/yr

If the students-each put their thumbs together,
sida,by side, they can see how much the sea floor
spreads apart in one tear,

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
. 4

The first two questions are.relatively easy; the
third is considered more diffidult.
1. You have looked at just a small portion of the
approximately 64,000 kri of mid-ocean ridges.
Do you think that what you found southwest
of Iceland might be found alongside the rest of
the ridges?..
By inference, whatstvaSlound on both sides of the
mid-ocean ridge south orlceland should be
found alongside all the ridges because all the
ridges and ocean floor are forming in the same
way.
2. How far out from the ridge area that yOu
studied would you expect to find the magnetic
reversal patterns?
Since the ocean floor forms at the ridges and
spreads out on both sides, the reversal pattern
should be found all the way out to the,
continents on both-Sides of the oceans (actually, to
the bottom of the,continental slopes).

3. As you go away from a mid-ocean ridge, how
do you think theage of the bottom sediment on the
ocean floor changes?
If the ocean floor is formed at the ridge and
spreads out, then the sediment that accumulates
(from the water) near the ridge would be carried
outvlard as the ocean fioor spreads. Therefore,
sediment deposited later on the newer ocean.-
floor bottom, near the ridge, would be younger. in
fact, it has been found that the bottom sediment
on the ocean floor is progressively older In a
direction away from the ridges.

1 2
At.
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EVALUATION
In addition to a wtilten (formal l evaluation you' .
can observe the students;.partibipation and
performance as s-a means,fof informal evaluation.
Alternatively; you may wish to give each student
a map of "an ocean with the mid-ocean ridge
shown, anci'ask them to draw in the magnetic
reversal pattern, show whiCh way the ocean floor

.is moving, and label the olderand younger
parts of the ocean flOgr.

EXTENSIONS =

1. You found a sp,reading rate fOr'the oCt/an'floor
Just southweSt of Iceland. Now measure the

,distance in kilometers from Labrador to .Great
Britain on a map. Can you figure out how long,ago
North Amp.ried and Europe separated -? Compare
the number of Years that you get With a
geologic time scalelo see in what 'geologic period
your answer would fall

This is just a matter of working the'spreading rate
problem in reverse. Your students probably
arrived at a spreading rate of 2.5 to 3.0 cm per
year in the last part of quiestion number 6 in
PART C. Let them use whatever figure (le that
range)'that they got then in this activity. From
-globes or atlases in your classroom, your
students wit) find that it is approximately 3,060 km
from Labrador to Great Britain (muiliply
by 1.61 to get kilometers). They may get any
number from this up to 3,260 or so. Within the
realm of accuracy for this activity, these values
are acceptable:

The problem now resolvei into dividing the
distance in centimeters by the rate-of movement.
Using 3,060 km and 3.0 Cm per year, we get:

306,000,000 cm

3.0 cm/yr
= 102,000,000 yrs

A rough approximation of the answers your class
will get is as follows:
cm/yr 3,060 km 3,260 km

2.5 122 m.y. 130 m.y.
2.6 118 rh.y. 125 m.y.
2.8 109 m.y. 116 m.y.
3.0 102 m.y. 109 m*.y.

When you compare the range of years found heTe .

with a geologic time table, you will discover
that the time fags within,the CretaCeous Period,
Which was 65 to 135 million years ago. It was
actually during the Cretaceous that the land-
masses now known as North America and
Europe began to break part. If your students end
up with an approximation of a Middle Cretaceous

- date (102-130 m.y.), they have thine very well.

14
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2. Sea-floor spreading occurs throughout all of the
ocean basins of the world. What does this
suggest has been happening to the side of the
earth as.time has gone op'? Does your conclusion
seem reasonable to you')

Since sea-floor spreading apparently has taken
place, can you invent any possible explanations
which would result in the earth staying the same
size even though sea-floor spreadiQg is taking
place? Make a list of these other possibilities. See
if you and your clasrnatel can agree on what is
most likely the correct (o most reasonable)
solution to this problem.

our students may suggest that the earth is
expanding. As the earth expands, it may push new
crust out of the mid-ocean ridge.

One explanation is that while new material is
being added to the earth's surface, other material
is being destroyed somehow. Anbtherexplanation
for the size of the earth may be that the entire
earth expands and then contracts. Both of
These have been suggested by scientists and are
valid theories. You may want to discuss this
further with your students when using other
modules.

1
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Student Investigation
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Which Wayls North?

DATE
a

INTRODUCTION
You would expect a magnetic compass needle to
point tit/yard the north and south magnetic
poles Since continents can drt)t or move around,
can you depend on the two poles to stay in
the same places? .

J

OBJECTIVES -at

Aftet you have completed these activities, you
should be able to'
1. Use a compass to determine the direction of a
magnetic field.
2. Use data on magnetic field direction and age
of rocks in the sea floor to find direction and'
rates of sea-floor spreading.
3. Explain how paleomagnetic data are used in
studying the history of the earth.
4. Locate the older and younger parts of the sea
floor with respect to mid-ocean ridges.

Copyright 1979 by Southeast Missouri Stahl Unlwrsity

r

/ '

Over long periods of time, the earth's magnetic
field changes directions We know that rocks
record the earth's magnetic field at the time at
which they are formed This is called pateo-
magnetism. With this knowledge, measurements
made at sea allow us to firA out a great deal
about the past movements of the earth's crust In
these activities, you will be doing the same
thihg that scientists have done in working out the
history of crustal changes

c)
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PROCEDURE
PART A Which ;way is north9,

Materials. -bar magnets, compasses, and boxes

1. Can'you figure out which way is north9
What part of your classroom is on the north side?

2. Examine your compass What colors are at each
end of the compass needle?

3. Which end of the needle points to the north'?
(color)

The bar magnets have been labeled so that the
north-seeking end of the compass will point
to the north end of the magnet In that way, the
bar magnets are like the earth's magnetic field

Put your magnet on this page as shown with
north at the top and south at the bottbm

4. Which end of the compass points to the north
7

end of the magnet'? (color)

5. Which end of the compass poirRs to the south
end of the magnet'? (color)

2

N

S

0

0

0

.c

0

crs

6. Look at the pile of five boxes that has been put
out for you to work with Imagine that each
box is a layer of igneous rock\ like an old lava flow.
This rock cooled and hardened, on th'e surface
of the earth a long time ago. The age of some of the
layers is known and is given to you in the
diagram here. The magnetic field of each layer
has stayed the same as the earth's at the time the
rock cooled. The magnetic field in this rook is
called the paleomagnetic field. You can locate the
direction of the north magnetic pole at the time
the rock formed by testing these layers of
rock with your compass

Using the compass, find the north and south
magnetic pole directions in each layer Label the
diagram here to show these directions

Discuss with the others in your group what you
discovered about the north and south magnetic
directions in these boxes What you have
found is what geologists have found in layered
rocks at many places around the world Now
answer these questions

7. These boxes represent old lava flows that piled
up on the surface of the earth and cooled to
form layers of hard rock /
Which is the oldest layer? f
Which is the youngest layer?

Top

C.
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8. What did you find out about the north and south
magnetic pole direction in each layer?

t

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4 ,

Layer 5

PROCEDURE
PART B How does paleomagnetism help explain
how-the sea floor is formed'?

...Materials. compasSes and boxes

You have found that magnetic north and south
pole directions are preserved yvhen rock is formed.
What would the patterns of polarity reversals
look, like preserved in the rocks forming along a
mid-ocean ridge'?

)

Continental crust

Oceanic crust

Upper mantle

Mantle (asthenosph&e)

Illustration Key

(lithosphere)

A_

9 `)

You have just found that the magnetic field
in some layers is reversed This is called polarity
reversal.

9. What do you think caused these reversals?

A

I

r

When the north magnetic pole is located rear
the north geographic pole and the south magnetic
pole is located near the south geographic
pole, we call the earth's magnetic field normal.
When the two magnetic poles exchange places,
the garth's Magnetic field is. reversed.

Most scientists believe thatmid-ocean ridges are
places where sea-floor spreading is taking
place In this prbcess, molten rock rises along the
ridge as the two sides of the ridge move apart
(Figure 1) Then, new ocean floor is created by the
cooling and hardening of this molten rock
material

Figure 1 Bea-floor spreading. New ocean floor is
created as tile two sides of the ridge move apart.

3



In this activity, the boxes in the starting position
represent rocks formihg in the middle of a
mid-ocean ridge As the rocks move outward
(sideways), new rock is added to the ocean floor
along the ridge

1. Findwhich end of your compass needle points
to the north end of your room, Using the
compass, find the north and south magnetic pole
direction in each box and label the diagram to
shoW these direttions.

11

2. Do the same thing each time your teacher adds
another set of boxes.

The arrows show which way the boxes are being
moved

4

4

2 2

2,1
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1.1.

3 '2

2 3 4

3. Using your observations of polarity`direction
shown, in these boxes, draw a map of the polarity
directions preserved in the ocean floor on
both sides of a mid-ocean ridge. A map is what you
would see if you were looking down at the earth.

9
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4. Explain what would happen if the ocean floor
spread con§tantly from a ridge While the
earth's magnetic fiegi kept reversing

PROQEDURE

RAR-C;:O What'ean be learned from observations
of polarity citections'in the sea floor?
Material; rOligr

In this activity, ydu are going to act as marine
geologists`'On a cruis&---- will collect magnetic
data as you sail in a zig-z pattern across the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge just southwest of Iceland.
Table 1 shows the data which were collected.
The data used here Were colleeite0 during a

-magnetic study of that area. The scientists
used an instrument called a magnetometer, carried
aboard a U . Navy plane The magnetometer
does not have a compass needle that really
reverses It~ measures the strength of the magnetic
field When the magnetometer is above'
reversefy magnetized rock, it will show,the field
to t?e weaker than When it is over normally
magnetized rock.

1. On the Worksheet, mark an X or an 0 at the
location of each station on Table 1 Note that
the X indicates reversed magnetism and 0
indicates normal magnetism Where each age is
given, write next to the symbol either the number
10 (for 10 million years) or the letter F."' (for
Present) Note the example of station 2 already
plotted on the map

2. After you have marked all of the normal and
reversed symbols and the ages that are given
for sornetfocations, draw.one straight line with
your ruler that will connect all the stations where

= the rocks are of Present age (P). This will
separate the.groups of 10 million-year-old rocks.

4. Draw one straight line through each group of
-10 million-year-old rocks (10r.
a. ,Where do you think the Mid Atlantic Ridge is
located on your map?' What is your reason?

6

'Table 1.
aagnetic study data.

Station

North
Lab;
rude

West
Longi-
rude

Magnetic
Field

r Orientation

Age
(million'

Symbol years)
1' 58 0° 28 0" Reversed X

2 58 0° 29 0° Normal 0 10 m y
3 58 5° 29 5° Reversed X

4 58 5° 31 0° 'Normal 0 Present
5 59.0° 31 5° Reversed X
6 60 0° 32 0° Normal 0
7 61 0' 33 0° Reversed X
8 ;60'5° 31 0° Normal 0 10 m.y`
9 60 0° 30 0° Reversed X

10 60 0° 29 0° Normal 0 Present
11 59 5° 28 5° Reversed X

12 59 00 27 5° Normal 0 10 m y
13 58 5° 26 0° Reversed X
14 59 0° i25 0° Reversed X
15 60 0° 24 0° Reversed X
16 61 0° 24 5° Normal 0 10 r-tily
17 61 0° 25 5° Reversed X

18 61 5° 26 0° Reversed X

13 61 5° 26 5° Normal 0 Present
20 62 0° 27 5° Reversed X

21 62 0° 28 5° Reversed
22 ' 62 0° 29 0° Normal 0 10 m,y
23 62 5° 30 5° Reversed X

b What pattern do you see on your map?

c How can you explain this pattern?
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3. Draw arrows on your map to show in what
direction the ocean floor on each side of the ridge
is moving. How do you know this?

5. Find thelrate (in centimeters per year) at which,
the ocean floor is moving in the area of Iceland.
(Remember that 1 km equgj 1000 m, and 1 m
equals 100 cm. Therefore, to convert kilometers to
centimeters, you must add 5 zeros to the

_

number of kilometers.) \ .

I,

$ C.

4gr

.
4. If a car travels 100 kilometers in two hours, q If the sea floor spreads at a constanate,
how fast is it going (kilometers) per hour? , what is the age'of the sea floor at station 14?
How can you find,out how fast the ocean floor is
moying.on each side of the ridge? t

sa

4

t

../..),:r

o

0

7. Now that you know the rate at which the ocean
floor is moving, use this figure to find out how'
fast the ocean floor is spreading apart on the two
sides of the ridge.
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SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. You have looked at just a *small portion of the
approximately 64,000 km of mid-oce4n ridges.

41)
Do you think that what you found southwest
of Iceland might be found alongside the rest of
the ridges?

'a

4

2. How far out from the ridge area that you
studied would you expect to find the magnetic
reversal patterns?

3. As you go away from a mid-ocean ridge, how
do you think the age of the bottom,sediment on the
ocean floor changes?

2

I "S

2

1.

9



EXTENSIONS
1.'Notu found a spreading rate for the ocean floor
just sbuthwest of Iceland. Now measure the
distance in kilometers from Labrador Jo Great
Britain on a map. Can you figure out how.long ago
North ica and Europe separated? Compare
the nu bar of Oars that you get with a
geologic time Scale to see in what geologic period
your answer would fall.

10

"1,

2'

2. Sea-floor spreading occurs throughout all of the
ocean basins of the world. What does this
suggest has been happening to the size of the
earth as time has gone on? Does your conclusion
seem reasonable to you?

Since sea-floor spreading apparently has taken
place, can you invent any possible explanations
which would result in the earth staying the same
size even though sea-floor spreading is taking
place? Make a list of these other possibilities. See
if you and your classmates can agree on what is
most likely the correct (or most reasonable)
solution to this problem.

30
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